MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: Fort Sill Age Restrictions at the Jack Daniels Lounge and Backbone Bar, Fort Sill GC Policy Memo 18-06


2. Purpose. To restrict individuals who are under 18 years old from entering Fort Sill bars while the bars are serving alcoholic beverages.

3. Prohibition. Effective immediately, individuals who are under 18 years of age are prohibited from entering the Jack Daniels Lounge, the Backbone Bar and any other establishments on Fort Sill that dispenses alcohol for consumption while these establishments are serving alcoholic beverages.

   a. The Jack Daniels Lounge includes the entire walled off room within the Patriot Club (bar area, bar tables and sitting area).

   b. The Backbone Bar includes the downstairs bar room within the Patriot Club.

4. Military members, Civilian employees, and contract employees are responsible for ensuring that their dependents and guests follow all policies.

5. Any exception to this policy memorandum must be in writing and approved by the Fort Sill Garrison Commander or the Fort Sill Deputy Garrison Commander.

6. The proponent for this policy is the Director, Family and Morale, Welfare and Recreation, (580) 442-3001
(IMSI-ZA)
SUBJECT: Fort Sill Age Restrictions at the Jack Daniels Lounge and Backbone Bar, Fort Sill GC Policy Memo 18-06

7. This GC policy memorandum supersedes GC Policy Memo 16-17, Subject: Fort Sill Age Restrictions at the Jack Daniels Lounge and Backbone Bar, dated 2 December 2016.

DON A KING, JR.
COL, SF
Commanding
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